Regional susceptibility to stress-induced intestinal injury in the mouse


Regional susceptibility to stress-induced intestinal injury in the mouse. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 305: G418–G426, 2013. First published July 18, 2013; doi:10.1152/ajpgi.00166.2013.—Injury to the intestinal mucosa is a life-threatening problem in a variety of clinical disorders, including hemorrhagic shock, trauma, burn, pancreatitis, and heat stroke. The susceptibility to injury of different regions of intestine in these disorders is not well understood. We compared histological injury across the small intestine in two in vivo mouse models of injury, hemorrhagic shock (30% loss of blood volume) and heat stroke (peak core temperature 42.4°C). In both injury models, areas near the duodenum showed significantly greater mucosal injury and reductions in villus height. To determine if these effects were dependent on circulating factors, experiments were performed on isolated intestinal segments to test for permeability to 4-kDa FITC-dextran. The segments were exposed to hyperthermia (42°C for 90 min), moderate simulated ischemia (PO2 ~30 Torr, Pco2 ~60 Torr, pH 7.1), severe ischemia (PO2 ~20 Torr, Pco2 ~80 Torr, pH 6.9), or severe hypoxia (PO2 ~0 Torr, Pco2 ~35 Torr) for 90 min, and each group was compared with sham controls. All treatments resulted in marked elevations in permeability within segments near the duodenum. In severe hypoxia or hyperthermia, permeability was also moderately elevated in the jejunum and ileum; in moderate or severe ischemia, permeability was unaffected in these regions. The results demonstrate increased susceptibility of proximal regions of the small intestine to acute stress-induced damage, irrespective of circulating factors. The predominant injury in the duodenum may impact the pattern of acute inflammatory responses arising from breach of the intestinal barrier, and such knowledge may be useful for designing therapeutic strategies.
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Loss of the integrity of the intestinal barrier is a well-recognized medical consequence of a wide range of life-threatening stress conditions, such as heat stroke (25, 29, 46, 52), hemorrhagic shock (16, 19, 57, 63), trauma (22, 35), burn injury (17, 36), pancreatitis (5, 62), and septic shock (61, 65). Even milder stress conditions, such as prolonged endurance exercise (47, 58), can induce intestinal barrier dysfunction. The most severe consequences of damage to the intestinal barrier involve translocation of bacteria or bacterial wall products into the circulation. These activate the innate immune system, inducing pro- and anti-inflammatory cascades. When inflammation is sufficiently severe, shock and, ultimately, multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) can occur.

Despite the well-recognized medical consequences of intestinal barrier dysfunction and gut injury, there remain many unanswered questions. 1) We addressed whether there are regional differences in susceptibility to injury or to permeability defects upon movement from the proximal (duodenum) to the distal (ileum) region of the small intestine. Sites of injury may impact the nature of immune responses, because bacterial density and bacterial species vary greatly along the length of the intestinal tract (as reviewed in Ref. 60). 2) We asked whether qualitative differences or regional variations in intestinal injury exist between contrasting categories of stress, namely, heat stress, hemorrhagic shock, hypoxia, and ischemia. 3) We asked if the regional increases in intestinal permeability during stress exposure require an intact circulation, the influence of circulating inflammatory cells, and/or circulating proinflammatory mediators, such as cytokines or chemokines.

We will demonstrate that acute hemorrhagic shock and heat stroke in the mouse have qualitatively similar influences on the nature of injury to the intestinal mucosa. Furthermore, we will show that, in the acute setting, the predominant injury occurs in the duodenal regions of the intestine, with progressively less injury in the distal regions. Finally, the same general regional predominance of barrier dysfunction occurs acutely in the proximal small intestine when isolated intestinal segments from different regions are exposed to “simulated” ischemia or hyperthermia in the absence of circulating factors.

Methods

Mice. Adult male C57BL/6 mice were fed a standardized chow diet and maintained at the University of Florida vivarium on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle until the day of the study. Animals were housed in groups (~5 mice/cage) at 26°C and 50% humidity. C57BL/6 mice tend to fight for cage dominance, and aggressors were sometimes singly housed when needed. Animals with fighting wounds were allowed to recover fully before entry into the protocol. Several hours before the study, in the early morning, the mice were transported to the laboratory (23–26°C, ~50–70% humidity) and allowed to adapt in their cages for several hours before beginning the protocol. All protocols were approved by the University of Florida Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The weights of the animals were not significantly different between groups: 26.5 ± 1.3 (SD) g for control hemorrhagic shock, 27.5 ± 3.1 g for hemorrhagic shock, 27.3 ± 2.2 g for heat stroke control, 25.7 ± 2.5 g for heat stroke, 27.7 ± 2.1 g for in vitro simulated ischemia, and 28.0 ± 3.3 g for in vitro hyperthermia.

Hemorrhagic shock model. The hemorrhagic shock protocol was adapted from Shenkar et al. (53), as modified by Asehnoune et al. (3). Briefly, food and water were provided ad libitum. The animals were anesthetized with 3% isoflurane in O2 within an induction chamber, transferred to a heated surgical surface in the supine position, and maintained under anesthesia with a nose cone. The chest was cleaned with alcohol, and a transthoracic cardiac “stick” was performed using a 29-gauge sterile needle. A calculated 30% of blood volume was withdrawn (0.0275 ml/g mouse, or 0.55 ml/20-g mouse) into a heparinized syringe, which was placed in a sterile test tube in a 37°C water bath. The mice were allowed to recover from anesthesia and blood loss for 60 min. Then they were anesthetized again with isoflurane, and the previously withdrawn blood was reinfected into the retro-orbital sinus. Once the blood was injected, the syringe was carefully removed and the mouse was released gently into its cage. The mice were monitored over a 60-min recovery period, anesthetized...
again with isoflurane, and euthanized, and the entire intestine was removed and stored in 4% formalin for hematoxylin-eosin staining and histology measures. The controls for this experiment were “sham” controls, which underwent the same protocol: three exposures to anesthesia, an initial transthoracic cardiac stick without blood removal, and a subsequent suborbital needle injection but without injection of any substance.

In vivo heat stroke model. The protocol for heat stroke is described elsewhere (46). Some data (<10% of the total data presented in the present study) from the previously published experiment (46) are used for comparison purposes. Average injury scores are published elsewhere in table format (46) and are represented graphically for comparison with hemorrhagic shock in the present study. Briefly, C57BL/6 mice were weighed and injected with 50 mg/kg pentobarbital sodium diluted in sterile saline (10%). Supplemental anesthesia was given throughout the experiment as needed. No surgery or cannulation was performed; therefore, the level of anesthesia was just sufficient to ensure that the animal remained quiet in the supine position. A mouse rectal thermistor (Yellow Springs Instrument, Yellow Springs, OH) was used to monitor continuous core temperature. The mice were placed in a servo heating system that forced core temperature to follow closely a set profile designed to mimic the time course of a well-established model of heat stroke in unanesthetized mice (41). The animals were then removed from the heat, and the servo control system was reset to 36°C, allowing the temperature in the room and the servo heater to return the animals to the baseline set point over 30 min. The average core temperature at the time of sample collection was 35.8 ± 0.8°C (mean ± SD). The data were compared with data from a set of sham controls that underwent identical procedures under anesthesia, except core temperature was elevated to only 37°C over the same time window. In heat stroke and sham controls, the entire procedure from anesthesia to tissue collection lasted ~4.5 h, with a thermal load (32) equal to 111°C·min. (The average core temperature profile can be found in Ref. 46.)

In vitro simulated ischemia, hypoxia, and hyperthermia experiments. Ischemic treatments were modeled to mimic the effects of reduced intestinal blood flow, previously measured in a porcine model, where it was possible to sample splanchic circulation and develop clear relationships between reductions in blood flow and tissue O2, PO2, and K+ (49). We defined “moderate ischemia” as equivalent to a 50% reduction in portal blood flow and “severe ischemia” as the equivalent of an 80% reduction in blood flow, which would predictably result in the environmental conditions shown in Table 1. A control group was always studied at 95% O2-5% CO2 in normal medium, and a fourth group of “severe hypoxia” (near anoxia, with 95% N2-5% CO2) was studied as a positive control for severe hypoxic injury (Table 1). We used the terms severe hypoxia, because even with bubbling continuously with N2-CO2 mixtures, there is a significant PO2 (67). The appropriate O2, CO2, and N2 mixtures were created from premixed tanks at the target fractional gas concentrations required to meet the conditions in Table 1. All tanks were within ±0.7% of the targeted gas concentrations. pH was analyzed after 30 min of equilibration of each medium.

The isolation procedures for intestinal segments are described elsewhere (46). Briefly, after CO2 asphyxiation, the small intestine was removed and everted over a 20-μl glass capillary tube; 2- to 3-cm intestinal sacs were filled with oxygenated Medium 199 supplemented with glutamine and tied with 2-0 sutures (46) at a pressure of ~2–3 cmH2O. Length from the ileocecal junction was measured at each suture site to determine the position of the tissue sample relative to the intact length of the small intestine. After the intestinal sacs were acclimated to 37°C, they were randomly assigned to one of four treatment chambers represented in Table 1 (block randomization to ensure that an equal number of segments were distributed across groups). Each chamber consisted of 7.5 ml of medium and 0.3 mM 4-kDa FITC-dextran (FD4) and exposed to their specific conditions for 90 min.

For hyperthermia exposures, a completely separate set of tissues from new animals was evaluated. The intestines were treated exactly as described above, but the segments from different areas of the intestine in each animal were randomly assigned (block design) to a normothermia control group or a hyperthermia exposure group, i.e., continuous exposure to 37°C or 42°C, respectively, for 90 min. All heated tissues were equilibrated with 95% O2-5% CO2.

Analysis of histological samples from in vivo experiments. Transverse sections were cut from the duodenum, jejunum, and ileum for later hematoxylin-eosin staining. To ensure consistency in the samples, mesentery was removed until the intestine could be straightened without straining the intestinal wall. Then 1-cm lengths were cut from 1) the duodenum (1 cm below the pyloric sphincter), 2) the jejunum (half the distance between the pyloric sphincter and the ileocecal junction), and 3) the ileum (2 cm above the ileocecal junction). Histology slides were graded according to the method of Chiu et al. (13) modified to examine individual villi. Two trained raters separately graded each slide. All grading was blind: neither rater knew which samples corresponded to which treatments. All slides for which scores from raters differed by >1 grade were reblinded and regraded. Each slide had multiple cuts of the same sample; raters chose one representative cut based on the finest staining/cutting artifacts. For the chosen cut, one villus without artifacts was selected, at random, as a starting point. This villus and every 4th villus thereafter were graded and measured until a total of 10 villus measurements were made for that section or, in the case of a large number of artifacts, until no more villi without artifacts were available to measure (a rare event, <3% of samples). Villus height and width were measured using calibrated microscope image analysis. Reductions in villus height were interpreted as indications of ongoing “villi restitution” (10, 14), and crypt depth was used to indicate ongoing enterocyte proliferation, while villus width was used as an indication of injury or swelling.

The results for injury scores were analyzed in two ways. Average scores for a given region and animal were determined, and the grand means were calculated. The resulting populations were not all normally distributed; therefore, the results were analyzed using nonparametric statistics (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA followed by post hoc Wilcoxon tests; JMP software, SAS). A second frequency analysis of injury scores in all measured villi was performed (~60 villi per group); then the odds ratios for the presence of injury scores ≥2 in each grouping were determined. Measurements of villus dimensions were parametric and, therefore, analyzed by ANOVA followed by post hoc comparisons.

Table 1. Environmental conditions for ischemia and hypoxia treatment groups for in vitro permeability experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Moderate ischemia</th>
<th>Severe ischemia</th>
<th>Severe hypoxia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FO2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO2, Torr</td>
<td>~670</td>
<td>~30</td>
<td>~20</td>
<td>~0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCO2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pco2, Torr</td>
<td>~35</td>
<td>~60</td>
<td>~80</td>
<td>~35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactic acid, mM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl, mM</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.03</td>
<td>7.07 ± 0.02</td>
<td>6.94 ± 0.01</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pH (mean ± SD) was measured after equilibration of incubation chambers. All other concentrations, fractions (FO2 and FCO2), and partial pressures were target values based on the known gas mixtures, buffer concentrations, barometric pressure, and normal predicted trajectory of mammalian oxyhemoglobin dissociation curves.
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Data analysis and statistics for isolated intestinal segments. At the end of the experiment, the intestinal sacs were removed from their FD4 baths, their contents were emptied into preweighed tubes, and the surface area of the intestinal sac was measured. Permeability was defined as transport (nmol of FD4/cm² surface area) using the following formula: (concentration of serosal fluid × volume of serosal fluid)/mucosal surface area. This method was described by Lambert et al. (39) for the rat but was adapted for the mouse in a previous study and modified to improve reproducibility in the smaller specimens, where the method was described in detail (46). Changes in permeability as a function of location along the intestinal tract were evaluated using regression software (GraphPad, Prism). Comparison of the residuals in different fitting models resulted in selection of a quadratic formula (2nd-degree polynomial) as the most appropriate fit to describe the regression data. The model was simplified to compare the permeability of all segments measured in the distal half of the intestine with the proximal half. Because these populations were nonparametric, differences were tested using Kruskal-Wallis and nonparametric post hoc analyses (JMP software).

RESULTS

Villus morphology following in vivo hemorrhagic shock and heat stroke. Models of hemorrhagic shock and heat stroke induced marked intestinal injury, which was more predominant in the duodenal regions of the small intestine. Typical histology images of villi from hemorrhagic shock and heat stroke are compared against typical sham controls in both experiments (Fig. 1). When the damage scores for the 10 sample villi from each animal and each region were averaged and grand means were compared (Fig. 2), the injury in the duodenal regions was significantly greater than in matched controls. Similarly, the injury was significantly greater than the measurements in the jejunum or ileum for both models. In contrast, results from samples from the jejunum and ileum were not statistically different from results from their sham counterparts.

To further evaluate the regional nature of the intestinal injury in these disorders, the injury scores of individual villi were analyzed in the frequency domain by plotting frequency histograms. Relative frequencies of each category of injury for ~60 villi in each region are shown in Fig. 3, A and B. For hemorrhagic shock, the odds of a given villus having a damage score ≥2 in the duodenum increased from 2% to 57% and in the jejunum from 20% to 33% compared with sham controls (Fig. 3, A and B). There were no shifts in the distributions for the ileum. Qualitatively similar findings were seen in heat stroke, where the odds of any given villus within the duodenum having a damage score ≥2 increased from 30% in sham controls to 98% in heat stroke. In the jejunum, the odds increased from 12% to 57% and in the ileum from 5% to 23%. Although statistical analyses in the frequency domain are complicated by the multiple samples from each animal, these data provide some insight into the idea that injury was not limited solely to the duodenum but extended in many cases to the jejunum as well.

Average villus height was significantly shortened in the duodenal regions following hemorrhagic shock (Fig. 4A). In heat stroke, villus height was significantly reduced in the duodenum and jejunum. There were no effects of either stress stimulus on the dimensions of the ileum. Crypt depth and villus width were unaffected by either stress stimulus in any area of the intestine.

Effects of in vitro exposure to hyperthermia and simulated ischemia on regional permeability. Small intestines were isolated from untreated mice, everted, divided into segments distributed along the entire length of the small intestine, and studied for their permeability to FD4 over time. The segments were exposed to one of six different treatment conditions and their associated control conditions. The results for the permeability to FD4 over the 90-min exposure for all groups are shown in Fig. 5. Exposure to moderate and extreme simulated ischemia resulted in marked elevations in permeability to FD4 in the duodenal and jejunal regions and essentially no changes in permeability in the ileum. These data were best fit to a
quadratic equation, and the relationships were highly significant (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5, \( E \) and \( F \), differences in permeability between the proximal and distal halves of samples from all experiments are compared. In ischemia, significant differences were only seen in the proximal half of the small intestine. The results were somewhat different in response to severe hypoxia or hyperthermia (Fig. 5, \( C \) and \( D \)). Although there appeared to be a more prominent increase in permeability in the proximal

Fig. 2. Villus damage grading scores averaged from each animal for each region (\( n = 5\)–7 animals in each group). Duo, duodenum; Jej, jejunum. *\( P < 0.05 \), **\( P < 0.01 \) by nonparametric post hoc analysis following Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA.

Fig. 3. Frequency analysis of the fraction of measured villi in each category of injury (0–5; 60 villi in each grouping). Odds ratios were determined on the basis of the fraction of villi with damage grades \( \geq 2 \). In going from control animals, above, to their matched stress animals below, general shifts to the right of the frequency analysis occur.
regions of the intestine, elevations in permeability were also seen in distal areas (Fig. 5, G and H).

DISCUSSION

These results demonstrate that, in an acute time frame of 0.5–1 h, the proximal regions of the small intestine in the mouse are more susceptible to gross injury and increases in permeability to high-molecular-weight molecules. Within this acute time frame, this apparent vulnerability does not appear to depend on an intact circulation, circulating inflammatory mediators, invading inflammatory cells, or limitations of blood perfusion to the villus tips. Furthermore, the susceptibility is qualitatively similar in comparatively different models of stress including hemorrhagic shock and heat stroke in vivo. It is well known that damaged villi are restored within 1–3 h after reperfusion injury (12), far beyond the time frame of this study. Therefore, we believe that our observations are uniquely relevant to early injury, a time that may be most applicable to designing interventions to protect the intestine. Although it is possible that there are species differences, because of the small amount of available data, it is not possible to directly evaluate this possibility, particularly in humans or larger mammals. In vitro studies in rat intestinal segments, no differences in permeability were observed between segmental regions before or after heat exposure (39); in the pig, however, the duodenum and jejunum exhibit predominant injury early in recovery from heat stress (66).

Potential mechanisms of injury in hyperthermia, ischemia, and hemorrhagic shock. One common mechanistic thread between the kinds of injury induced by hemorrhagic shock and heat stroke in vivo is the likelihood of local ischemia in both conditions. In the case of hemorrhagic shock, this is presumably due to low cardiac output, low hematocrit, and high levels of circulating catecholamines (42, 55). In heat stroke, ischemia is believed to be due to a combination of the shunting of cardiac output away from the splanchic circulation to allow for peripheral heat exchange and cardiovascular shock in the later stages (29, 30). The PO2 of the villus tip has been estimated to be ~10 Torr less at the tip of the villus compared with the base (6). Since the villi in the duodenum are substantially longer (Fig. 4), it is likely that, for a given PO2 and a reduced blood flow, the degree of hypoxia at the villus tip in the proximal regions would be more pronounced. However, this possibility cannot fully explain the greater susceptibility of the in vitro everted duodenal segments to simulated ischemic conditions. It would be unlikely that a significant PO2 gradient between the base and the apex of the villi would be present, because there was no circulation, and the lumen of the everted intestine is exposed outwardly to a continuously stirred buffer. Therefore, there would be little boundary region or difference in diffusion path, since villi in all regions are of approximately the same thickness (Fig. 4).

Another possibility is that the metabolic rate of the upper intestine, which has been reported to exceed that of the lower intestine (15, 54), would make it more vulnerable to hypoxia. The observation that exposure to severe hypoxia (i.e., near anoxia; Fig. 5C) resulted in essentially all segments of the intestine being affected (Fig. 5C) would favor this possibility.
In other words, in simulated ischemia with PO2 kept at ~20–30 Torr, there may have been sufficient O2 for the metabolic requirements of the distal regions of the intestine, but the proximal regions, with a higher metabolic rate, may have experienced compromised gas exchange. In severe hypoxia, metabolism in all regions would presumably be O2-dependent, resulting in more uniform damage. Alternatively, our ischemia models included conditions that are not present in hypoxia, including acidosis, hypercarbia, and hyperkalemia (Table 1). One of these factors may have had a protective influence on the distal small intestine that was less effective on the proximal intestine. For example, although intestinal acidosis is generally thought to be damaging to the ischemic ileum (27), in most other tissues or cells that have been studied, acidosis is highly protective during ischemia-reperfusion (7, 64).

Elevated temperature has its own unique impact on the integrity of the intestinal barrier, independent of associated ischemia. This is evident from the effects of hyperthermia alone on the isolated intestinal segments, where PO2 was kept supraphysiological. This isolated effect of temperature has been shown in a number of experimental models: isolated intestinal segments of the rat (39), isolated segments from the mouse (46), and isolated human intestinal cell culture monolayers (23). In isolated mouse intestine, a change in permeability requires exposure to 41.5°C for 30 min (46), which is similar to the requirement of the rat (39). The mechanism is not completely known, but hyperthermia-induced disruption of tight junction organization has been demonstrated in cell culture models exposed for extended periods to 41°C (23). In the isolated segments of the mouse, there does not appear to be a striking difference in vulnerability of the different regions of the intestine to 90 min of hyperthermia, as all regions were substantially affected (Fig. 5C), although there were notable differences in baseline permeability between the proximal and distal regions. This more-or-less similar influence of prolonged heat exposure on permeability did not resemble the pattern of injury observed in the in vivo heat stroke model, where predominant injury was seen...
only in regions near the duodenum. It is possible that permeability and injury cannot be equated in these in vitro vs. in vivo models and that the heat stroke model is more closely associated with the ischemia effects in Fig. 4, A and B. Alternatively, the differences may simply be due to time and degree of exposure. For example, the time course of core temperature changes in the in vivo experiments associated with the injury scores in Fig. 2A was controlled (46), exceeding 41°C for only ~60 min and exceeding 42°C for ~10 min. This is compared with the exposure of the isolated segments to 42°C continuously for 90 min. We speculate that the influence of hyperthermia on permeability across the whole length of the small intestine compared with the more subtle effects in simulated ischemia or in the in vivo models reflects the "degree" of exposure to heat or hypoxia, and not a specific relationship between the nature of the stimulus and the vulnerability of given regions.

Functional significance of duodenal injury to development of MODS. It is generally held that the predominant negative consequence of acute injury to the intestinal mucosa is the translocation of bacteria or bacterial wall fragments into the bloodstream. This is a primary theory underlying the pathogenesis of the inflammatory cascades induced by heat stroke (8, 25) and hemorrhagic shock (51). However, recent studies have demonstrated that other inflammatory mediators besides endotoxin cross the intestinal barrier and may be equally, if not more, important in initiating proinflammatory cascades and MODS (1, 2, 18, 20, 50). The most promising of these is one or more naturally occurring pancreatic digestive enzymes (20, 50). Recent studies have demonstrated that blocking protease activity in the intestinal lumen following several categories of shock greatly attenuates subsequent mortality and MODS (11, 20). Despite the duodenum’s proximity to the pancreatic duct, there are substantial levels of pancreatic enzymes throughout the small intestine. However, the duodenal barrier may be less equipped than other regions to prevent contact of these enzymes with the brush border. For example, rat duodenum has a lower percentage of mucus-producing goblet cells than other regions, starting at 4% in the duodenum and gradually increasing to 16% in the distal colon (37). The thickness of the total rat duodenum mucous layer is ~170 μm, while that of the ileum is 476 μm (4). Also, when this mucosal layer is removed by suction, the ileum replaces mucus at a faster rate than the duodenum (9). With a decreased thickness and reduced rate of mucous restoration, the duodenum faces disadvantages to buffer itself against luminal contents. The increased length of the duodenal villi may contribute to a greater potential for injury. Finally, longer lengths of villi in the duodenum represent greater surface areas available for diffusion of pancreatic enzymes and overall potential for permeability defect.

Another factor is the potential influence of oxidative stress on this mucosal layer and the vulnerability of the duodenal regions. We previously demonstrated that isolated intestinal segments exposed to hyperthermia exhibit elevated levels of oxidative stress and that when the oxidative stress is attenuated with exposure to the antioxidant N-acetylcysteine, the intestine is significantly protected from injury and permeability defect in vitro (46). Interestingly, the mucosal layer itself is highly sensitive to oxidative stress, and in conditions of hemorrhagic shock, reactive oxygen-mediated damage is protected by the free radical scavenger dimethylsulfoxide (24). Therefore, a reasonable hypothesis is that oxidative stress, induced by ischemia or hyperthermia, damages the mucosal layer, particularly in the upper regions of the intestine, making the intestinal wall in this area more susceptible to autodigestion, oxidative stress, or permeability to endotoxins.

The practical significance of these results is that knowledge of predominant localization of gut injury may help in understanding the origins and characteristics of the stress-induced inflammatory response. Different bacterial wall products influence specific Toll-like receptors differently throughout the body. Human cells are equipped with >10 Toll-like receptor isofoms, and each has a unique sensitivity and physiological response to specific pathogens (31). These factors may be quite different when signals arise from breach of the barrier in the duodenum vs. the ileum or in response to damage-associated molecular patterns arising from injury in different areas. In addition, knowledge of the predominant region of intestinal injury in areas proximal to the stomach may lead to effective nutritional or pharmaceutical strategies for prevention that could have rapid access to this region shortly after ingestion. For example, one recent promising case report used enteral administration of protease inhibitors to reduce systemic inflammation in a patient with MODS (40), and a similar procedure was shown to be successful in rodents (11). Such approaches may be particularly effective when predominant early injury occurs in the proximal regions of the small intestine. In addition, it may be possible to provide nutritional supplements that would have rapid access to the proximal intestine prior to significant degradation of their activity along the digestive path. For example, enteral antioxidants (28, 59), metabolic substrates (38, 48), and polyphenols or flavonoids (44) have been shown to protect from gut injury following conditions of ischemia-reperfusion. The mouse could serve as a preclinical model for development of similar effective strategies.
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